
Appendix 1: Community Focus Group Script 

1. I’d like to start the discussion by asking what you think a medical emergency is. 

2. Thank you for your ideas. A medical emergency is any life-threatening condition 

requiring emergency care. Now I’d like to talk about any emergencies that you have 

witnessed in the past (for instance breathing problems, chest pain, trauma, birth 

complications). By show of hands, how many of you have witnessed an emergency 

in the past? Ok so___ out of ___.  How many of you have witnessed more than 3? 

Ok so___ out of ___. 

 

3. Would someone like to start by describing a medical emergency they have witnessed 

or experienced? (Remember a medical emergency is any condition that requires 

immediate life-saving intervention) 

 

Probes:  

• What type of medical emergency was it? 

• Was someone at the incident able to assist? Who? (Police man, layperson?) 

• If there was someone at the incident to assist, what did that person do to help? 

• Did you/the casualty need transport to a health facility for emergency care? 

• How long did you/the casualty wait for transport? What transport was available? 

• How long did it take to reach the facility? 

• What were the challenges when arranging transport? 

Allow as many people to describe their medical emergency and probe only with the 

above points if they have not already covered this. After each person’s sharing make 

sure to thank them and acknowledge that their contribution is very valuable though it 

may be tragic or emotional. 

Give at least 30 – 40 minutes for questions 1-3 

4. Thank you all for sharing your experiences so far. The types of emergencies you 

have mentioned include …. (list a summary of what they have shared burns, motor 

vehicle accidents…..) Are there any other types of medical emergencies that you see 

most frequently in your community?  



 

5. By show of hands – who would help someone during a medical emergency?  Ok 

so___ out of ___ would help someone during a medical emergency.  

 

Could you share the reason why you would help? Those that did not raise their 

hands,     

could you share the reason why you would not help? 

 

6. If you said that you would help during a medical emergency – how would you help? 

 

7. What do you think could make you and other people more likely to help? 

 

8. Where do you seek care for a medical emergency? 

 

Probes: Why? [clarify any perceived barriers] 

 

9. Is there anything else you would like to add? 

 

 

Thank you so much for coming and sharing your experiences, thoughts and opinions 

with us. Some of the experiences you have described involved death and tragedy but 

they are very important stories for us to work on improving the emergency care services 

in Zambia. As mentioned before if you feel you would like to speak to one of the 

facilitators after the session, they will be available. That concludes our focus group 

session.   

	  

	   	  



Appendix 2: Healthcare Provider Script 

 

FACILITY INFO 

1. Please describe how your facility would deal with a patient having a medical 

emergency  

2. How would an injured civilian access emergency care at your facility? 

3.  How would an injured military person access emergency care at your facility? 

4. What are barriers encountered by civilians and military persons when they are 

trying to access emergency care? 

5. What type of medical documentation is performed at your facility?  

 

EMERGENCY CARE IN ZAMBIA 

6. How is emergency care delivered in Zambia? 

7. What are the 3 major problems facing emergency care infrastructure in Zambia? 

8. What would you change about the way in which emergency care is provided? 

9. How can the access of ill and injured persons to emergency care be improved? 

 

OPEN 

10. Is there anything else you would like to add? 

	  


